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by Ajax, a local band. A view of other local bands is printed
in this week’s centerspread, pages 6 and 7.

Students gathered at the Kiosk to enjoy HSU’s Spring
Festival, which included art sales, belly dancing and music
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Kiosk area offers

HSU free speech

In the fall of 1964 the free speech movement was born on the
Berkeley campus of the University of California; before that
movement ended there were demonstrations, confrontations,
strikes and sit-ins on campuses throughout the United States.
Now, more than 10 years later at HSU, speakers can say or do
anything they want, anywhere they want, anytime they want. Sort

of

“Every

campus

has

a

free

speech

Ed

area,”

(LA

Simmons,

SEM

Mk

=

Humboldt State University

associate dean for student services, said in an interview in his
(Continued on back page)

Panel questions institutional racism
by Karen Petersen

Both majorities and minorities are responsible
for racism at HSU said membersof a biack
Rebirth Festival panel last Wednesday.
The five members—Earl Meneweather, Gregory Branch, Leslie Price, Fritz Pointer and
Eric Gravenburg-—met to discuss the Black
American’s role in institutional systems.
Racism, defined as denying an individual

something because of ethnic background, superiority of one race over another and-or attempting
to force one’s culture on another, was the main

g

met view racism as a sickness,’ Earl Meneweather, ombudsman and special assistant to
President Alistair. W. McCrone said. ‘‘Until the
sickness is cured, racism will continue within all
our institutions.”
The panel, comprised of black faculty members and administrators, began its discussion by
exploring racism in the educational system.
“IT’S A NEW form of racism evolved from the
impaction concept,” Meneweather said. ‘‘When
there was a baby boom, by the time the kids
reached college level certain regulations had to

be made to ease attendance difficulties.
“This definitely had an adverse effect on
The testing
minority students in particular.
American
Test,
Aptitude
Scholastic
systems,
College Test, were used as methods of evaluation
to keep people out of higher education.
“It’s still being used, but as a standardization

oon

‘

fh

method instead. The institution wasn’t attempt-

7

Arcata, California 95521

Black Rebirth Week

: Lighter—than—air design

ws

RJACK

8

gives HSU art a lift §

ing to assist minorities through the system. It
was keeping them out with the help of inadequate
educational facilities in high school.”’
GREGORY BRANCH, assistant professor of
ethnic studies, said blacks are an afterthought
He believes black people
within the system.

must examine their priorities and then approach

the institution with demands to have them met.
“One of the fundamental questions is, can

people work in the boundaries of an institution

set up by racist attitudes?” Branch said.

‘‘They

don’t try to keep all the black folks down.
“They just grab certain brothers who don’t
have strong values for black people as a whole.
Then they stick him in a white man’s position to
do the same job as the white man, or maybe a
worse job.”
‘Most brothers and sisters hired on this
campus were hired in response to the black
student population,’ Eric Gravenburg, special
services director said. ‘‘It’s a stop-gap measure
to keep us quiet.
“IF A BLACK were to get into a heavy decision-making position he would probably not want

to rock the boat and put his salary in jeopardy.
But a school believing its standards of excellence
will be lowered if a black administrator serves
is founded on pure bull-shit and fear.’”’
Panelist Leslie Price, assistant professor of
art, said money is what perpetuates
the
institutional system.
He sees more active
support behind blacks who are trying to break
the system as a means to alter institutional
systems to better suit minority needs.
“Every time we spend money we are a part of
the system,” he said. ‘‘We’re supporting what
. we’re criticizing just by our actions.”

Fritz H. Pointer, political science lecturer
from the division of interdisciplinary studies ind
special programs, believes that within institutions blacks are at the bottom of the scale.
Gravenburg spoke of frustration of black

people in dealing with the system at HSU.
“‘We have to confront institutional racism head
on,” he said.
‘But, that doesn’t mean we'll

necessarily get rid of it. We can’t
be divided and
conquered.
minorities.

We

need

to form

a coalition

of

We've got to start caring about each other
more because no major change is going to
happen quickly.
We need each other in the
meantime.”

2—The
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Center opened on a temporary
basis between the 5-8 p.m. on
Mondays and Thursdays.
Dr. Norman Headley, Health
Center director, said the staff is
attempting to define the need for
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gathered for more photo,
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the SLC for a speech class said,
“Oh, they are just playing--I’m
not going to stay here.”’

willing to work hard, enthusiastic, creative, success
oriented, desiring independence and a business of
your own, seeking earnings based on your own:
efforts.
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Student-written handbook postponed again
by Dan Morain

A plan to distribute pamphlets about teachers’
effectiveness looks like it will remain
on the shelf it has
been on since 1966.
The last time students rated professors and
distributed results was in 1966. After that, the person
who distributed it graduated.
The plan has been dusted off periodically over the
years and the latest cleaning has taken place in the last
few weeks.
A Student Legislative Council (SLC)
committee headed by Brian Coyle looked at the possibilities of producing a pamphlet by next fall.
WITH THREE

WEEKS

left in the school year, the

committee considered distributing evaluations to
classes, compiling the data gathered and writing the
book. Coyle decided there wasn’t enough time and
proposed that the SLC take up the question of evaluations next year.

One problem involves the faculty endorsement Coyle
wants. Coyle said he doesn’t want the faculty to feel
the evaluations are being done out of contempt. He
said he wants the faculty’s endorsement and help.
To get their endorsement, the Academic Senate
would have to approve the plan. The senate’s last
meeting is May 23. The plan would have to be submitted and acted on by that date.
Before the senate would consider recommending a
plan, it would have to be written. This hasn’t been
done.

A PRIMARY FACTOR missing in the plan is an

adequate set of questions. The committee was considering questions that were to be used in 1967 but

never were.
Barbara Allsworth, who is working on the evaluations, said, ‘We don’t know if that instrument is valid
or if it’s testing what is supposed to test. We're

obligated to find out if those questions are valid and we
haven’t done that yet.”
Though evaluations won’t be available by the fall, at

least one person has been working on them.

He lost the race but an ad hoc committee was formed
by the SLC with Zwickert as its head.
HE SAID, ‘‘THE ad hoc committee was formed but I
was the only person on it. I’d say, ‘look at me, I’m the
ad hoc committee.’ I’d go to meetings and talk to
myself--ask me what I was doing about the evaluations, tell me, then adjourn.”’
The SLC showed little interest in evaluations until

HRRRREE

Most professors at Davis allow their classes to be
evaluated, she said. If the Purdue questions aren’t
acceptable, department surveys are used. Almost all
professors will allow evaluations with these surveys,
Dollard said.

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
EVERY DAY

822-4888

1700 Union St.

Arcata

[Knitter’s

SALE

on

> Martin,
>
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&

$4°°

$5%

D'Addario

Books

Bluegrass
Flat

$4%°

Banjos $2%

Picker$

$125

Guitar Guide

Records, Books & Accéssories
DOF i’street arcata. . 82262646

Memorial Day
& FOURTH

ST.

MARKET
Wines and Liquors

treasurer

An AS. treasurer is needed for

the 1975-76 academic year. Four
units a quarter might be earned.
Applicants

David

““We’ve got some criticism because students think
the teachers will pick the easiést questions.
We're
thinking about having a neutral person pick the
questions,’’ Dollard said.

NEEDHELP?
CALL
HOT LINE

Under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,
we
are required to inform graduating students that the commencement bulletin and exercise will contain your name, major, home
town and honors designation, if any.
This information will br
published during the Commencement Exercises. If for any reasc
a graduating student does not wish his or her name included.
in the
Humboldt State University Commencement
bulletin, ‘please
inform, in a signed writing, William C. Arnett, Registrar,
of the
Office of Admissions and Records, Humboldt State University, by
5
p.m. Mon., May 26, 1975.

A.S.

get a biased view if only the worst class was evaluated.
We want every undergraduate class evaluated.

--One-half to one full page would be devoted to each
faculty member.
The description would include
statistical data on the answers given and a brief
comment.
--The professor would be allowed to write a brief
statement about the goals of a class. This wouldn’t bea
rebuttal to comments made.

from HSU president

to

The Davis program formerly printed statistics along
with comments but the directors found the students
seldom used them, Dollard said.
Davis’ pamphlet sells for $1.
THE QUESTIONS used by Davis were developed by
Purdue University.
There are different lists of
questions and the professor is allowed to choose the
questions to be used.
“‘We don’t give teachers a choice of the class they
want evaluated. They would pick their best class. Students would get a biased view the same way they would

be evaluated.
The rational behind this is that a
professor’s worst class wouldn’t be evaluated.
A student reading the evaluation wouldn’t get a biased
view of comments about a professor’s worst class.

*

The data is run through

information gathered, and that is what is written.

--The cost for students would remain between 25
and 50 cents.
--The professor would have the choice of the class to

0

Units available

class the professor teaches.

the budget. But some plans for evaluations have been
made.
Some tentative ideas are:
--A board of directors with one faculty member and
four students will be formed. No definite function for
the board has been established.

*

is one

computers and the information is written over the
summer.
Associate Editor Katherine Dollard said the extreme
comments are thrown out. A mean is found from the

recently because most of this quarter has been spent on

*

of California at Davis

It‘has a staff of 60 persons who receive units. Its
writers receive $500 per quarter and its editor receives
$100. The two associate editors receive $50 per quarter.
Each quarter every professor is evaluated in each

tion program.

:

UNIVERSITY

by the state.

ed on the platform he would initiate a faculty evalua-

*
*

Although
Memorial
Day
is
listed on calendars as a legal
holiday, HSU will hold classes as
usual on Monday, May 26.
Hoped-for three-day weekends
will not be available until the end
‘ of Spring quarter.

Michael

Zwickert, who ran for the SLC in the winter, campaign-
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Announcement

THE

‘ - school that has an evaluation program. It’s done by a
student government committee and is partially funded

should

Kalb, A.S.

826-4221 or NH

contact

president,

at

113.

HUTCHINS
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Fri « Sat till 11.
1644 G

St.

Activities talk set
An open forum today at noon,

organized by People for Equality

9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

and actively Changing Education

Fri & Sat -lam.

(P.E.A.C.E.), will allow the public to hear presentations
speakers concerning three

by
is-

sues. Bobby Lake will discuss
Affirmative Action, Bill Fisher
will discuss the Arcata Birth
center and Charlie Thom will
speak on the Gasquet-Orleans
Road.

4th andH Sts. _

also imported beer
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New LJ editor selected

With the Kiosk and triplicate form

Keith Till was chosen last week to be editor of The Lumberjack
during
the Fall and Winter quarters
next year. He created a new
position—assistant editor-to be filled by Jeff Jones.

For instance, some persons recently
suggested that The Lumberjack
should not publish materials making
fun of (or satirizing, depending on
where you stand)
women.
Many
people automatically assume that the
editor who printed these must be

Till and Jones are transfer students from E} Camino College and
Santa Barbara City College, respectively. Till has been-a reporter
for one year, and Jones has been a copyeditor

for one quarter.

i

Till hopes to form a better feeling of community within the
paper’s staff, and plans more complete coverage of state politics as
tney relate to students at HSU.
.

Your Teachers

Each quarter, HSU students are given the
chance to evaluate the effectiveness of their teachers
by means of department surveys distributed in
classes. Teachers generally take these evaluations
seriously, as the results may be determining factors
when they seek promotion. The surveys are also
taken seriously by some students who see them as
their

only

chance

to

express

their

views

on

which classes would be most likely to be a tur1-off for

them,
This
weeks
certain

and simply not register for them.
would be much better than spending a few
in a class only to learn the teacher has a
approach that turns certain types of students

off and engulfs them

in the “‘Add-Drop’’

syndrome.

The administration would certainly appreciate a
reduction in class drop-outs.
The SLC began work a few weeks ago to try to get
a teacher evaluation system going to.be available to
students at the beginning of the Fall quarter. It involved a lot of work, though, and a few weeks ago was
probably too late to expect it to be ready by Fall.
It is hoped someone will be interested enough to

get

an

soon

effective

for the

teacher

benefit

evaluation

system

of the students,

and

ministration.

g

going

the
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Complaint
This is written both as a protest
and as a warning. It concerns the

“health insurance” that is sold
here

on

campus

through

the

Student Health Center. We have
found this insurance to be worthless-worth less than the paper
it’s written on.

On Jan. 17, Holly, a student
here, was admitted to the Mad
River Community Hospital with a
serious kidney infection. She was

sent there on a recommendation
from the Student Health Center,
which could not handle the emergency.

Throughout

her

stay

there and after being released
she was assured by various
people including the insurance
representative on cmapus, that
the student insurance would cover at least part of the bill. However, as we fiave just found out,
Puritan Life has found a loophole
--which is that Holly has had a
“history” of bladder infections
starting in May of last year.
The fact that she was covered
by Student insurance ‘hen and the
fact that she was treated by the
Health Center for the bladder infections were found to be irrelevant. Last year’s was a different

Keith O'Gel!

ly ignored. Had Holly gone to the
hospital at the onset of the
bladder infection last May, the

the

Journalism

Department

of

insurance

Humboidt

*

are those of The Lumberjack or the author and

Mail Seecrigians are $3.50 for 28 issues. Advertising rates available
request.

The

lettersof fewer than 200 words (20
lines), free of libel and

bladder infections was complete-

Advertising Manager
Mitch Waidow

a

to a widespread

public that we

can test their merit.—R.P.

Letters
to the Editor

Manager

not necessarily those of the Journalism Department.
Subscription is free to students, available on campus newsstands.
upon

them

might have the retroactive effect of

“‘Well,’’ came the reply. ‘’You give

the kidney infection stemmed
from inadequate treatment of the

State University, Arcata, Calif. 95521. Phone (707) 826-3271. Office:
Nelson

letter?’’ she asked.

Pick Caasman

Emity Kratzer

Larry Persons
Published

making a person try even harder to be
heard).
Every. message is going to offend
someone. The important thing is that
the offended person can reply.
Ideas proliferate in the world—some
good, some bad. It is only by airing

policy we were told. The fact that

e

;

and or’s. The right to speak doesn’t
mean ‘if you are right, you can say
what you want.”
It means you can say whatever you
want. And someone else can disagree
with you.
Stopping
publication
is
not
analogous with stopping ideas (it

She doesn’t think so.
A victim of countless ‘Dear Sir’’
letters,
she
is aware
of
role
stereotyping.
;
She also had the unnerving experience of phoning Affirmative
Action (the group which tries to improve opportunities for minorities,
including women) about a lefter.
“‘What would you like done with this

a

teacher’s effectiveness, or lack thereof.
The drawback to the teacher evaluation system
is that most students never learn the results.
The Student Legislative Council (SLC) has been
. considering a teacher evaluation system in which
students would be writing the questions and compiling the results into a pamphlet that could be
distributed to students at about 50 cents per copy.
This pamphlet could be a great convenience to
students and the administration alike. The survey could tap aspects of teachers’ effectiveness that the
students consider most important. It could be used
when filling out registration packets to find out which
teachers are more entertaining, helpful to individual
students, or plain boring. Students could decide

_Freedom of speech doesn’t have if’s

sexist.

The former and new editors will be working together on the final
two editions of The Lumberjack this year.

Know

it to your editor and let HIM do what
HE wants with it.’
Stereotyping is only one sideline of
sexism. Being made fun of is another.
And since it’s so unpleasant, some.say
material like this should be stopped.
But this stops more than a piece of
paper. It ends freedom of speech.

filling, HSU provides for freedom of
speech. But just because we have it
now doesn’t mean we always will.
There are different ways of stifiing the
right.

for two-quarter term

for The Lumberjack

Sir....

Dear

eee

Lumberjack,

og

4—The

still would

not

have

paid the bill because it was a
problem that the Health Center
could treat.
So it boils down to this; we are
now stuck with a $700 medical bill
at the beginning of the last

quarter of the year.

NeedJess to

say, money is extremely scarce
and suggestions that Holly quit
school to work or take out a loan
or repay in installments (interest

be damned) reek
business dealings.

of dishonest

It is our opinion that the shortcomings of student insurance are
not apparent when it is sold to
naive students at the beginning of

each school year (it’s a manadatory purchase for dorm residents
with no other health coverage.)
We would recommend that students needing insurance seek it
out among reputable insurance

companies.
extra

It’s well worth the

money

needed.

when

coverage

is

The student insurance

may supplement ‘‘if you break
your leg or something’’ but for

true to life emergencies find a
reliable policy that isn’t going to

back out on you.
Very Sincerely,
Holly Gaddis

least amount of money.

The so-called ‘‘loophole’’
referred to in the letter is not a
loophole at all. There are two
places in the brochure describing the health insurance which
clearly state in capital letters in
an isdlated paragraph that the
policy does not cover health
conditions that existed before
the policy was taken out. This
kind of clause can just as easily
_ be found in any policy issued
whether it is Blue Cross, Blue
Shield, or dozens of others.
The statement is made that

the “kidney infection stemmed
from inadequate treatment of
the bladder infections,’’ which is
not a fact at all. She was treated

quite adequately by the Student
Health Center for previous infections which she had had. The

illness which put her in the
hospital was a new infection.
The patient was not told by our

Sociology

insurance clerk that her insurance would cover her bills; in

Sophomore

fact, she was specifically told it

Jonathan Palo
Psychology

would not cover her bills for the
reason outlined and she was

Sophomore

urged to apply for Medi-Cal aid
which she apparently did not do.

Reply

Furthermore,

It is unfortunate that the
situation with Holly Gaddis
happened as it did and we are
sorry that she had the experience she did with the illness
and insurance coverage. However, in fairness two points

should be made:
:
ONE. Because of confidentiality
aspect of her illness I am not

free
to discuss the specificsof
her case and point out important factors which she has
not mentioned.
TWO. The insurance policy
which is available to students
through the Student Health
Center is a policy which has
been gone over by a Student
Services

Committee

_in-

cluding students, and one
which has been found to be
the best coverage for the

no

one

in_

this

office suggested that she quit
school to get a job or take outa
loan to pay her bills.
Again, the insurance available

to students through the Student
Health Center has been carefully
evaluated for the best buy for the
money providing the most
complete coverage—but it does
not cover everything in all cases
and there isn’t a policy that can
be bought which would do so. If

there were there would be few
students who could afford it. Students are always urged to read
the brochure or to come by the

Health Center in order to understand the policy and what it
does cover. Obviously, many of
them do not.
Norman C. Headley, M.D.

Director, Student Health

©
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Alternatives to the 'A.S. presidents (past, future) speak|
nuclear predicament
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David Kalb
President-Elect

appreciable

needs,

problem
ever faced by

heating and cooling of American

iceo

Page

it:

reserved for opinion matter from
about

anything.

The

Lumberjack regrets that due to
the increased
ularity of the
page, it is unable to publish att of
‘the material submitted.
Each
week, @ selection of opinions wilt
be

printed.

Opimions

be allowed

to

expressed

Journalism

to stuff in my pocket.
easily

Freshman

Oepartment.

students, department and title for
acuity and staff or city for local
.e@sidents. Libelous, tasteless or
overiength materfai may not be

|

f

used.

trols be placed on energy production and energy conservation promoted.

FOUR. Public transit have priority over

road

construction

in

urban areas; Highway 1 remain
two lanes in rural areas.

FIVE.

Development be con-

centrated in existing communities and controlled in hazardous
areas.

Your presence gives vital support

quired in areas of high scenic

to those speaking for the plan.
For rides, call 822-6918, the

value and in special coastal
communities and villages.

Environmental Center.
The Preliminary Coastal Plan
suggests that the legislature

SEVEN. The long term goal be
to acquire, or have public access
to, a margin of land paralleling
the coast.
The plan protects resources by
showing the need for acquisition,

these

basic

ONE. Public uses have priority
over private uses.

TWO. Agricultural lands, free-

SIX.

local

Compatible design be re-

or limitation on the conversion of
lands, or controlling taxes, or re-

forgive

the

farm-

roadside,

I

kept

getting

frustrated. Oh, they were very
cordial: an acknowledging wave,
an envious salute for the ‘“‘young
adventurer,” and even bumper
stickers urging me to ‘‘Have a
Nice Day’”’ (compliments of the
Good Sam Club.)
Then it dawned on me. Their
concern was sincere but not
demonstrative.
They obviously
felt they had offered their thread

development, or providing or
limiting access, or sound utilization practices, or agency coordination.
To speak at a hearing, voice
your support of important policies and-or speak to problems or
issues with which you are familiar. For more info, contact the
commission offices at 1656 Union
St., Eureka, or the Northcoast
Environmental Center, 822-6918.

in mending humanity’s tear with
a hearty wave.

Passing me by

with two empty livingrooms

their coach, they could feel they
already gave ‘‘the United Way”

state

Commission. If you can, include
your own comments on specific

bear.
This same sense of frustration

hate to disappoint those who
expect to use such marshmallow

rallying in the defense of the
redwoods as credit and collateral
upon reaching the pearly gates,
but they’ll be told where they can

go in their Trail Guzzlers.
Please be honest with your convictions, disrobe hypocrisy, and
fulfill your ideas with involvement.
Humboldt Tomorrow is
actively engaged in protecting

the

redwoods

in

and

around

Redwood National Park; and in
conjunction with the Emerald
Creek Committee are both encouraged and discouraged by the
recent developments.
Our
threads on the redwood heritage
are fraying.

If reading this has stirred your
conscience to actually do someand

meet

with

us

Thursday

the Redwood Empire is falling,

Committee is having a bake sale

or protection and send copies to
local government officials and-or

County.

legislators.
Written comments will be ac-

ever crumbling

me

here

Everyone is aware that - human needs the Emerald Creek
as each

timber

harvest plan is approved.

What

at the Kiosk today to raise some

desperately needed funds. Might

bothers me is that most people I et

cepted until May 30 at the Eureka
commission office. If you submit
five copies of your comments,
they will reach the state office.

People

are always trying to clear their

consciences and satisfy their
appetites. In anticipation of such

attacks

wrady

casionally reading a poetic rendition of the redwood splendor. I

in Humboldt

problems or areas for acquisition

KNOW

just blindly condemning the
timber barons verbally and oc-

and had already found a cross to nights at 7:30 in NR 203.

are just too comfortable in their conscience

Winnebagos.

the way to clear your
with cakes, cookies

keep: their and cupcakes. Your stomach and

They

milk-toast consciences clear by D4 redwoods will be very grate-

Se
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and

in thing, then have a redwood
muffin from our bake sale today

Both the entire plan and synopsis
are available here.
Write a letter to the State

Don't YOUCome

§

I could

local

their way home from work.
It
was the massive Winnebagos,
Trailblazers, Apaches,
(and
other romantic, frontier-titled
“Holiday Inns on wheels’’) that
really irked me. While I smiled
my plea for them to pull over to

2040

dot

the

laborers for passing me by in
their overloaded stationwagons
and pickups since they were on

There I was, 10 miles south of
Salinas, stuck in the tules due to
the occasional misfortunes of
hitchhiking. I’d been Standing on
the freeway for a few hours
hoping to flag down a ride before
a CHP could spot me and give me
another “‘Ped'on Freeway”’ ticket

BERNIE,You Dee

he's

government,

A curse on Winnebagos
by Sean Kearns

Written matter may be up to 300
words (30 typed lines), typed and
doubie-spaced.
Deadline
is
friday
before publication.
All
s
iS must be signed and in’
year
and
major
for

and now, that we wholeheartedly

relate to you, the student.

Natural Resources

has to do with how our coastlines
are administered, and a joint
State-Regional Commission hearing will be held in Eureka at the
Redwood Acres Exhibit Hall.

should implement
policies:

The AS.

government are doing, as they

flowing streams and wetlands be
protected.
THREE.
Environmental con-

Express your constructive criticism of the Preliminary Coastal
Plan today so that it will reflect
your interests and needs.
The Preliminary Coastal Plan

Slater, Joan

I extend to the aforementioned my respect and gratitude.
Well, it is now over; for 80 per cent of my apathetic peers, it has

Details of proposed coastal plan
John Amodio
Executive Director,North Coast Environmental
Center

However, we

our
.
hen >:

one of these important committees (or for further information) |
please come by and talk to me or
call 826-4221.
4
Ray and I campaigned on the
platform of student involvement
and dispersing information to |
students. Let me reiterate, here

A.S. President

wre
inane of te outer and
ere those of the author and not
necessarily for The Lumberjack
ot the

anyone

industry

It is within our capabilities to
supply energy in a number of
ways but beyond our capabilities
to deal safely with nuclear
wastes. Write your Congressman
asking for greater subsidy of
alternative energy sources.

tion of existing plants. The reason.these systems are not more

Perspectives

is stored in

produce more of this substance
with no means to dispose of it?

cent less emissions and twice the
energy produced with modifica-

to

been over a long time. I wish David Kalb and Ray Alvarado the welcome student input on any
| best, they will serve the Association well!
’ issue that you feel merits such
This year has been a real growing period for me, and I have
input.
Furthermore, we will
appreciated the opportunity of serving you -to the best of my
work with the different media
capabilities. Farewell my friends, I will miss you very much.
sources
on campus to disperse as
As always, i Por la Causa!
much information as is possible
Richard Ramirez
on what student government,

nuclear

ogenic bacteria which then supply natural gas for the home.
Coal could be burned with 80 per

John

forward

plutonium could end the human

Idaho, and Washington. There
have been leaks.
Should the

homes could be accomplished.
Organic wastes from the household may be used to feed methan-

Scott Sweet,

look

|

cement tanks in South Carolina,

simple system using the sun’s
heat and water, 70 per cent of the

Steve Gallant,

I

In

New York by jet recently.
A
plane crash with this amount of
ly toxic substance

a

Coyle,

I

to arise.

will
President

| Hockert and Gayle Yamasaki, Burt Nordstrom and Steve Sharp.

this phenomenal-.
race. Currently

considerable electricity could be

The

of Brian

hundred pounds from Europe to

and

are ,

I wish to thank Bruce Siggson, Rudy Soleno,

executive branch functioned very well together. This could not
have been the case had it not been for the leadership and integrity

sending it on our highways,
railways, and even sent three

with an industry to purify silicon

ee

Ray

Yet, a successful administration is just not the executive branch,
but the legislative as well. If anything, this year’s council and
as a normal industrial pollutant,

myself

thanks.

working with you on the myriad
of activities (and problems) that

- David Kalb, Cathy Black, Ray Alvarado, Linda Crandall, Lloyd
Dinkelspiel, Steve Gallant, David Hill, Harry Gilbert, and
especially Diane Ramirez. These individuals were there to lend
counsel for the Associated Students at the most crucial times. And
it was the above mentioned individuals who MADE the executive
} branch work.

man. A few particles
of it cause
cancer and millions of gallons

electricity

With

goals-your goals.

and

a special

those who voted in the
student body elections.

rather effective--I would like to think so. Going on this assumption,
} it is time the Association knows why this administration was effective. First, there are those individuals who personally sacrificed,
more than most will ever know, to ensure that we accomplished
our

as nuclear energy seems

Alvarado

addition, I would like to thank all

thoughts!
Some have indicated that this year’s administration has been

to be, none pose the grave problems that nuclear energy does.
We do not know how to deal
with nuclear wastes, in particular, plutonium. It is the gravest

could be produced in high wind
areas. It has been estimated that
California has enough geothermal energy to supply its electricity needs. Our space ships are
powered by solar batteries and
generated in this way.

Ray

extend

around the corner. Hence, I would like to share just a few closing

though none of these are in themselves the answer to our power

it is within man’s capabilities to
provide the needed power immediately in many ways other
than
with nuclear
power.
Furthermore, it is beyond man’s
capabilities to dispose of nuclear
wastes and these substances pose
an imminent threat to our survival.
for centuries man has known
how to get power from the wind
and, al
not all areas are

To the 775 people who voted for

Dear Robin:
:
The closing days of my term as your A.S. President are just

energy, these alternatives
could
supply our power needs.
Al-

fuels. I disagree and believe that

suitable,

Junior, Political Science

widely used is because of high
costs.
If federal funds were
allocated equitably instead of
almost exclusively for nuclear

Patrick Higgins
Senior, Biology
Nuclear power has often been
alluded to as our only means to
provide ample power in the face
of
scarcity of fossil

Y
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Local

bands

their

talents

for

at

Redwood

benefit

donated
a

Park last Sunday. The
concert, a fundraiser
for

the

Arcata

Birth

Center, drew neg than
1,500 people. Nine were
arrested
during
the
festivities, which in-

cluded
Session,

music

by Joint

Ajax,

Colors

and
Barney
and
Friends Photo by Roy
Giampoli.
Be

Eee

Photo

by

Kenn.

Hunt

Ajax was one of the local bands that played for HSU
students

and

rockin’

professors

like James

House-

by Thesesa Reber
Behind most good musicians in Humboldt County, there’s a bar.
Perhaps because of the infrequency
of good local concerts, locals carry
their musical tastes to the bar on
Friday night-or any other night—as

tavern owners will testify.
While most college bars cater to the
rock tastes of their weekend customers,
there’s a variety of music to be found.
Ownerof Jambalaya and lead guitarist for Freddy and the Starliners, Fred
Neighbor makes a distinction between
what he calls “resident country music”’
and “‘college country.”’
THE COLLEGE country style uses
hip lyrics and a stepped-up tempo as
played by such artists as New Riders of
the Purple Sage and Commander Cody.
Resident country is what Neighbor
describes as ‘‘gittin’ down” to. Merle
Haggard, Charley Rich...
Neighbor, who played at the Shack in
McKinleyville three years ago, said
from what he understood, the post-war
migration of southerners to northern
California sparked a transition from
“‘booney”’ music to genuine country.
Two years ago Neighbor
opened a bar
in Arcata as a “way of doing” his
music.
Jambalaya offers what the
name suggests~a potpourri of musical
dishes with a country spice.
“During the week we have chamber
music, poetry readings and jazz—and of
course we play on weekends.
‘‘Joint Session’s real popular,”

Neighbor said.
BUT IN SPITE

of its popularity, the

is not exactly booked solid,
according to Joint Session’s bass player
Richard Saunders.
“There’s only two places where we

play right now.

We have between two

and four gigs a week.
We've been
looking for someplace new. That’s why
we've been going down to Cotati
lately-to try to cover some new area.”
Saunders said the band makes a

straight

fee of $125

however

much the door brings in at

at

Fog’s

and

Jambalaya.
“We can’t complain,” Saunder’s
said. “‘There’s
a depression on. A lot of
musicians aren’t working--a lot of good
musicians. At least we’re working.”’
He said the main factor in determin-

popularity

ing the

of a sound is

exposure.
“YOU

DON’T

our.

HEAR

of

kind

People are not
music on the radio.
said.
Saunders
it,’’
to
attuned
Michael Moore, keyboard and sax
player for Joint Session, is the son of
College of the Redwoods (CR) stage
band director Jerrold Moore. A garage
in the Moore home has been converted

into a studio where the group rehearsés.

On a rainy Tuesday afternoon, car-

peted

walls and

ceiling

the

muffle

on a
sound as the group works doggedly
Les McCann tune.
“Let’s try singing this line—-no, no
They converge
accompaniment...”
around the keyboard.
“Get together, people, get together
now...” The first few attempts dissolve
in laughter, then the members dig in
earnestly and repeat the line several
dozen times.
AFAN REMARKED,

‘‘They’re so to-

gether musically that they can’t
otherwise when they get down off
stage.”’
“Get together, people...’’ The
and bass blend in with the voices
the room is again colored with

distinctive sound of Joint Session.

be
the
sax
and
the

Danny Schroeder, proprietor of Fog’s .
Fish’n’Chips in Eureka, -believes that
Joint Session is partly responsible for

Fog’s success.

The jazz group has

played regularly at Fog’s for the
two years.
“Some people are hooked on
Session,” Schroeder explained.
see the same faces here each time
play-if not each week, then every

past
Joint
‘You
they
other

SCHROEDER, WHO IS 24 and looks
younger, has operated Fog’s for two
years, after creating it out of an old

garage. Paintings: around the room
bear his signature; the pub has the
atmosphereof a fisherman's ale house—
rough, warm and dark.

‘“‘Musically,

I look

musi

local

Bars showcase

holder last week. Not all instructors appreciated the
music as it drifted into classrooms. Photo (below) by
Mark Weyman.

for something

different, something out of the ordinary,’’ Schroeder said. ‘Jazz, blues,
bluegrass.”

Fickle Hill, a bluegrass band based in
McKinleyville, call themselves ‘‘country musicians on a small-time level.”’
Although none of the group depend on

performances for a livelihood, th
plays as many nights as it
enjoys doing it.

“Bluegrass

is a specific id

country music,” said
Dave Johns, “played
instruments--mandolin,
bass and fiddle.

“I SUPPOSE

guitar
with :
fiddle,

that by defin

musician can read music-non

did, except for Jasjjm We've pi
up, of course, by playing.”’
The five members of Fickle H
been playing together for over

Mike ‘‘Spumoni” Manitas is pai

of Wildwood Music Co. in Arca
When Fickle Hill plays at |
River Rose on Thursday nigt
must compete with 15-cent
Walt’s Friendly Tavern. The «
the Rose is small, but enthusia
Willowy Judy Power gets up
with her fiddle, her face expres
even somber. But midway thr
first set she becomes animated
lively quartet harmony on a sot
“Heartbreaker, ' she flashesa
the cheering audience and says
ly, “Aw, it was nothin’.”
WALT’S FRIENDLY Taver
tri-bar corner in Blue Lake,
the kind of music its customer
hear. Dave Farmer, who be
tavern two year@g, said he

ly prefers bluegrass, but the rc

draw the crowd.
On a good night, acco
Farmer, 280 people may trad
for a stamp that allows them t

in and out.

Hogwild and Good Dog are |

pleasers, Farmer said.
“My customers want to bo

said. ‘‘When people come to I
on a weekend night, they
AT

THE

OTHER

END

0

is the Alley Cat,
Street cocktail bar in Eurel

Jimmy Sernesky and Terry.

form a two-man band on
nights. The atmosphere is dis

dimly-lit. McCarthy descri
audience as ‘‘businessmen,
doctors—-middle class, and t!
ee
I’m into.”
you
“We've had _ a lot
Le
@@iM@wner
here
come in
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Many nights as it can, and
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JPPOSE that by definition a
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ourse, by playing.”

ive members of Fickle Hill have
laying together for over a year.
‘Spumoni’’ Manitas is part owner
ood Music Co. in Arcata.

Fickle Hill plays at the Mad
Rose on Thursday nights, they
compete with 15-cent beer at
; Friendly Tavern. The crowd at
se is small, but enthusiastic.
owy Judy Power gets up on stage
er fiddle, her face expressionless,
omber. But midway through the
et she becomes animated. After a
quartet harmony on a song called
‘tbreaker, ’ she flashes a smile at
eering audience and says-playful-

w, it was nothin’.”’

LT’S FRIENDLY Tavern, at the
r corner in Blue Lake, provides
nd of music its customers want to
Dave Farmer, who bought the

n two year, said he personal-

fers bluegrass, but the rock bands
the crowd.

a

good

night,

according

to

er, 280 people may trade 50 cents

stamp that allows them to wander

J out.

wild and Good Dog are the crowd

prs, Farmer said.

y customers want to boogie,” he
“When people come to Blue Lake
weekend night, they want to
aay

THE

rum

OTHER

END

of

the

bar

is the Alley Cat, a Third

Here
t cocktail bar in Eureka.
yy Sernesky and Terry McCarthy
a two-man band on weekend
s. The atmosphere
is discreet and
-lit.
McCarthy described their

nce as ‘“‘businessmen,

lawyers,

rs--middle class, and that’s what
nto.”
e’ve had alot of young people

in here “iwner Lois Waters

talent said, “but not much problem with
under-age trying to get in. We’ve been

lucky.”
Sernesky, 19, is pleased to be working
steadily. McCarthy, who also works at
the HSU counseling center and teaches
a class at Hoopa, has a no-nonsense
approach to his musicianship.
“IT’S A BUSINESS,“

he said.

‘‘It’s

what I do for a living. I don’t see myself
as a rock and roll star.”’
McCarthy and Sernesky are members of Musicians Local 333, unlike
most young musicians.
Bob Armstrong, representative of
Local 333, believes the union is supported by ‘most of the professional
musicians” in the area. He said the
union has about 125 members.
Dues are $44 monthly, and members
receive an average of $40 for a night’s
work, plus benefits.
But many young musicians dismissed
the union as a rip-off.
“You pay your dues every month for
your whole life and when you die they'll
give somebody $2,000,”’ one said.

Bob

Greve,

alge

ays.
Fog’s

playing
at

the

Greve and
in Eureka.

tenor

sax

fieldhouse

Joint
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for
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WHAT'S IT LIKE to be the benefici-

ary in a musician’s life?
According to Joni Mitchell,
“She tapes her regrets to the microphone stand,
She says you can’t hold the hand of a
rock and roll man, for very long.
Don’t count on your plans with a rock
and roll man, for very long.

Compete with the fans for your rock
and roll man...”
The ex-wife of

a

popular

local

musician concurred with Mitchell, but
went on to qualify.

“Music circles are really close,”’ she
said, ‘‘and I’m not a musician. So I
wasn’t included.”
She said the isolation she felt seemed
to be a Humboldt County phenomenon.
“Tt wasn’t like that where we used to
live, but there’s so few musicians here
that everyone considers them to be
more important than everyone else,

and they consider themselves more important.”
The lady, who preferred not to be
identified, said the dissolution of her
marriage was not the result of her
husband's career, although she added,
“It’s kind of hard to separate the man
from the musician.”’

Dimly lit settings are familiar to local
bands who regularly play in area bars.
The dark setting above, however, is

Photo

HSU’s fieldhouse, with
playing its jazz sound.

by

Kenn.

Joint

Hunt

Session

Future LJ Days banned from playing field?
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the women’s field hockey team on
the other.
After the weekend’s celebration, Larry Kerker, health and
physical education division chairman, checked on the condition of

by Don Christensen

sailllietas Dest way 0 O00
sideredby some as good for the
and campus-community
students
relations.

But certain phys.cal education

staff

happy

members

with

are

the

the area.
“THIS IS UNDOUBTEDLY the

from

far

result

of

weekend's festivities.
During
Lumberjack

the

worst

condition

this

area

has

seen,” he wrote in a letter sent to

Days

Lumberjack Days chairman,
Mack Sullivan.
The letter continued, ‘The
compacting of the area near the
stadium bleachers is extensive,
the car-tracks and muddy damage to the area designated as

weekend, a “logging town’ of
food and game booths was erected on a portion of the upper field
behind
the Fieldhouse.
This open field area is used exby the men’s soccer and
tensively
rugby teams on one half and by

playfield

for

women,

and

the

damage to areas near the playing

field leads me to the point where
it will not be possible to allow use
of this field area in future years
by Lumberjack Days activities.”’
During

an

interview,

Kerker

also mentioned holes and litter,
including tabs from pull-top cans
and pointed sticks.
Lynn Warner, women’s field
hockey

coach,

said

she

found

broken glass on the field.
WHEN QUESTIONED by this
reporter, Jan Beitzer, Lumber-

jack Days committee adviser,
blamed what damage there was

If the town could have been
torn down after the weather had
improved, Beitzer suggested,
less damage would have resulted.
Beitzer also said she saw ‘‘people purposely breaking bottles,
hrowing them down and grinding them into the earth,” although there were “plenty of
trash cans around.”’ And in spite
of warnings, she sa.d, individuals
continued the vandalism.
“THIS DID NOT happen last
year,” Beitzer added.
“I trust the rain was partially
responsible,” Kerker wrote in the
same letter, ‘‘but you will also
recall my warning as to protect-

- on the rain and malicious individuals.

Kelly cancelled classes.
THE

a little after 5 p.m. Beitzer said,
when “somebody got hold of a
fork lift’? and drove it out on the
field.
“Mack stopped him,’’ she said.

The committee had agreed to
field.

around the buildings and tiretracks were left on the men’s side
of the field because the commit‘tee had to tear down the town

on its booth,

believe the poor condition of the

field
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“The center eit of the field
on it. It was already
had no grass

dirt,” Beitzer noted.

TO

IN RESPONSE

cancelled

classes, she countered ‘‘that Bob
Kelly decided his classes couldn’t
meet was his fault.”
“About 1600 students were

pur-

coach

caused

Lumberjack

Days

this

at

year,”

Beitzer pointed out.

Bob

is here:

*

~
¢ hshs
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Warner

was

Lumberjack Days

”

"a

have

could

“we

. secured the field,” said Beitzer.
Beitzer also said she doesn’t

very, very soft, and they tore it
up.
It rendered the facility
instructional

Beitzer

incident,

“If the Humboldt Athetic Club

‘When that field gets wet, it’s
for

lift

had not swiped the cable” to use

cal education said:

sae

fork

the

Watson, head of women’s physi-

Sunday night.

all cars off the women’s
And with the exception of

claimed, this was adhered to.

ing the women’s play area especially if rain should fall.”
The women’s portion of the
upper field requires a smooth
surface for field hockey. Louise

She explained the packed earth
was the result of mud developed

the

of

SIDE

WOMEN’S

field was damaged on Saturday,

unique experience
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"The World of Apu”
IN BENGALI
- ENGLISH TITLES

for College Students”’
2381 mane Ave.

RABBI
RA
AC

DOT’S DRIVE-INN

Music by
Ravi Shankar

Off Jenes Rood

Open 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.

Admission

Greckiast
2 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Checolete & Venilia Soft lee Cream Cones Velicious hamburgers

1901 Heindon Road

Union Town Square
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African-culture
Do you picture a tall and sleek, coal black =
bountifully adorned with wooden beads, bangles, and
baubles?
Perhaps you see her as a beast of burden, a slaveto
her husband, forever scratching in the dirt to feed him
and the dozens of children he has fathered.
Whatever image comes to your mind, it is probably

Johnnie Brooks HSU education professor ,emphasized this point in a recent interview.
“There
are more than 1,0 0 different
ethnic groups in

Africa,’’ Brooks said.
‘Therefore, to see African
women as a homogenous
mass is to takea very limited
view.”

BROOKS IS well qualified to make such an observation. She spent more than two years in Uganda and
at teacher-training

‘*After two full years I was only beginning to under-

women, and husband
separate houses.

stand the social role of African women,’’ Brooks said. ‘

The HSU professor, along with a Mills College ethnic
studies instructor and two African women, took part

problem.”

This is because so

many cases go undiagnosed,
said.

TO DISCOVER

he

these undiag-

nosed cases, Headley organized a
program for people to find out
anonymously if they are carriers.
‘It’s a totally new innovation,”

he said.

‘‘It’s never been done

here before.”

' The program is free, without a
pelvic examination.
“There’s no who, what, when,
where, why,” Headley explained.

Term
papers
A term pa
hop will
held tomorrow

Brooks

“A woman
would
sterile tampon, leave
vagina for at least five
remove it, place it in

and

give

insert a
it in the
minutes,
a sterile

it

to

the

necessary.

Men have it easier.
They
simply urinate into a_ sterile
container and give it to a lab
technologist.
TESTS

will be offered

once this quarter on a trial basis
(depending on participation, the
program may be extended).
The first test, for women, will
be in the Health Center Tuesday
evening May 27 from 6-8. Men’s

night is Wed , May 28, 6-8.
‘We're getting lots of publicity

out,”

he

said.

“We'll

have

posters all over campus.”
His proposed poster is an Uncle
Sam-like figure asking, ‘‘Can you

possibly have gonorrhea and not
know it?”
“The finger will imperceptibly

@eeeseees
be

emphasized,

‘‘African women

do

is a

secretaries are male.
“IN ALL THE offices where I
one female secretary,” Brooks
Wilson thinks it will take a
women for these positions as
factories.

live in

worked, there was only
said.
lot of effort to train well as for work in

African women are progressing slowly, Brooks
concluded. ‘‘The changes I see are not superficial,”
she said, ‘‘yet they are not total either. I met one
Nigerian woman who wore a very stunning pants suit

to the seminar, but she said that as soon as she
returned to‘Africa she would have to put on her modest
tribal attire again..She wouldn’t think of being seen in
something so attractive back home.”

not_cc D-

TAD RIIER ROS

war on VD

laboratory technologist.”
The woman would be assigned
a number and could phone in for
results in 48 hours. No name is

THESE

even

there

The HSU professor said she was slightly shocked

50 per cent to the family income.

Center declares

container

wife may

skilled professionals,

when she found that most African clerks, nurses, and

in self-employed activities. They contribute from 30 e ;

continent.
Francille Wilson, the Mills instructor, said the role of

You might have gonorrhea and

and

as highly

city is made.

The importance of women in trade is exemplified by
the fact that even todayin Ghana and Nigeria
80 to 90
per cent of the women spend some part of the work day

women have always been an important force in the history, economy, politics, and social life of the entire

not even know it.
Chances for women are 4 out of
5 that no symptoms will be
present. In men, symptoms are
absent 20 per cent of the time.
“It’s a serious problem,”’ said
Dr. Norman C. Headley, HSU
Health Center director.
‘‘The
State Department of Health has
reported that gonorrhea is on the
increase in California, especially
in the 15-30 age group.”’
Here on campus ‘‘We really
don’t know the magnitude of the

working

scarcity of jobs for women, and as a result, family
income drops close to 50 per cent when a move to the

In addition to farming, most rural African women
are also engaged in trade, going to the marketplace
after working the fields to sell crops or crafts.

last month in a San Francisco seminar on ‘“New
Worlds of Women in Africa ”’
PARTICIPANTS in the seminar agreed that African

Health

Being involvéd in trade also enables the women to

THERE IS A great deal of distance between men and

Chursday: Good Dog Duo

turn into a penis,” Headley said.
“The artist threw up when I told
him about it,”” he added, laughing.
“BUT ITIS an attention getter,
and we really want to get this
thing going.”
He hopes for success because,
although gonorrhea is common, it
is no joke.
It can cause sterility, infection,
abscesses and joint inflamation
resulting in permanent disability,
Headley said.

*¢

Fridays GOOD DOG

2

instructor

BANNED
&o0
serving dinner 6 to 9
eee ee Bud draft 9 to 10

Saturday:

os

science

Lumber jack- 9

socialize at the marketplace, and she doubts that these
women would want to be confined to the home.
‘African women in cities, however, do not fare so
well. Except for the few women who are trained and

the Sudan--we find there are special kinds of rights and
prerogatives built into the political structure, particularly for women of royal descent.”
Historically, women could be chiefs, heads of clans,
priests, and.even generals commanding armies of
men, all of which ae ancient Islamic scholars to
complain about the exalted roles of African women.
Non-royal women who live in agricultural areas do
most of the farming
and at times may even clear
the
land, till the soil and fertilize it. They also plant and
harvest the crops.

typical African woman.

Ghana as a
colleges.

However, she said:

“IN MOST PARTS of Africa--from Eastern Africa to

thing as a

21, 1975, Tne

ca
ee
If we see
them that way, it is because our perspective is colored
by our own culture. These women see themselves
as.
important and valuable members of society.’’
WILSON SAID African village women engaged in
trade are unlikely to give up their economic
independence to become full-time housewives.

Wilson, too, was hesitant to generalize about African

women.

May

ditfer

roles

females in African society is a complementary one.
She and Brooks concurred that contact with
European culture sometimes results in a net loss of
rights and benefits for women.
Consequently, African women are struggling to get
back some of the things they had in the past.

by Sandy Wright
What sort of image comes to mind when you try to
picture the typical African woman?

grossly inaccurate, for there is no such

female

Wednesday,
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Inflammation of the spinal cord
and brain (meningitis) or of
heart lining and valves are rare

complications

of

gonorrhea

which can kill.
“We're asking any

interested

or concerned student to come in
to be screened for gonorrhea, regardless of whether or not he or
~ has symptoms,” Headley
sa
“IF EVERYONE came in, we
could eliminate gonorrhea on this

campus in two weeks.”
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from 2:30-4 p.m.

Puppet show

An HSU
show will

Theater Arts
be presented

puppet
in the

Multipurpose Room from 10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m. this Saturday.

a

is free and is

~

The workshop

sponsored by Special Services.

>

quarter’s term papers.

GO6 8660686

in Hadley House (No. 56) for
students needing help with this

Woolf lecture
Madeline

Hummel,

professor

at UC, Santa Cruz, will lecture on

author Virginia Woolf Monday,
May 26, at 3 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.
Hummel is a Virginia Woolf
scholar associated with the Women’s
Studies
Program
at
Kresge College (UC, Santa Cruz).
The lecture is sponsored by the
~s+
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Humboldt stages Verdi grand opera

Lumberiack,

Wednesday.

Mav

21.

1975

by

“Tl Trovatore,” Verdi’s grand opera, opening next week in the
Van Duzer Theatre, may be the largest and most expensive
production ever staged at HSU.
“Tl Trovatore” is a joint venture of the music and theater arts
departments. The three-hour-long production will feature a cast of
37, a 40-piece orchestra, 19 scene drops and 80 costimes.
‘‘An enormous

amount of coordination is necessary to bring

it

off,” said Jeff Woolf, assistant director of the production. ‘‘It’s an
extremely intricate and large thing.”
Some of the manpower needed to stage the opera includes:
students who have been painting the scenes all quarter, the translator who told the singers what the Italian words meant, the crew
backstage who handle the scene changes, besides the chorus and
orchestra.

PREPARATION FOR the opera began fall quarter, when the’

seven principal characters were cast. They have been receiving
instruction in intricate solo arias, as duets, trios and quartets for

three quarters.

having to learn a bunch of lines for a play,” Woolf
—
said.
:
“Then imagine having to learn the lines in a foreign language,

then having to do the lines in a certain rythmn, having to sing the
words and sing them prettily. Think of the effort required to bring
it all off and accomplish it in coordination with everyone else on
stage and in the orchestra.

“It stacks and stacks up.

You don’t have to know that much

about it to appreciate the fact that it’s a pretty impressive thing
going on,’’ Woolf said.
Photo

by

Kenn.

love with the same girl, resulting in a civil war.

MEDICAL SCHOOL ASPIRANTS
Over 40,000 men and women will apply to American medical
schools this year, but only about 14,000 will be accepted.
Qualified candidates have a valid alternative: medical
education in Europe. For information and application forms
(opportunities also available for veterinary and dentistry
candidates), contact the information office:

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION
Provisionally
of New

“IL TROVATORE,“ was first performed in Rome in 1853 and is
set in fifteenth century Spain. It’s about two brothers who fall in

‘ll Trovatore’

Hunt

chartered

by

the

Regents

of

the

University

of the

“Il
ing

Trovatore,’’ open-next week at the

Van

Duzer Theatre,

is

possibly the most extravagant
production
ever at HSU. The opera
is being staged by the
music and theater arts
departments, and is
now being rehearsed.

at These

Ladies

Appointments Welcome

SALMON

MALL

822-5272

BARBECUE

catered for

Dorm, Group, Club

mene”

/

very reasonable rates

“SEQUOIA AUTO
SUPPLY CO.

889 9th. St. Arc}
622-2411

LOCATED

M-F

BEHIND

CASH

10-5P.m.
THE

GAME

REGISTER.

215

ROOM

4th.

a

St.

442-1786

2015 Central
Mck.

Eur

D-18 *495 Case

)

*50

D-28 *550 Case *50

D-35 *595 Case *50

"5 YEAR OLD PRICES"

Tots

56 Sunny
Brae Center

Open

30, 31, and June 4, 6,7. Tickets for the champagne reception are $5.
Admission for the other performances are $1 for students and $2.50

Stock

Gents

FISHING, CAMPING
& BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT;

The opera will open with a champagne reception Wednesday,
May 28 at 8:30 p.m. Additional performances will be held on May

Limited
We specialize in the Soft
Natural Look

rental program

out and have a good dinner somewhere beforehand.”

C. F. MARTIN

State

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022, (212) 832-2089

outdoor equipment

‘‘I wouldn’t expect anything
lavish gowns and opera capes.
be fun to dress up and go
might
it
‘although
unusual,” Woolf said,

general.

York.

Leisure Activities

The brothers had been separated in childhood when an old gypsy
woman had kidnapped one of them, intending to burn the boy in
retaliation for the death of her mother, who had been burnt at the
stake. The gypsy unknowingly threw her own son into the fire and
raised the boy as her own.
:
HE DOES NOT really think that the audience will come clad in

GUITAR

CENTER

442-7328

Eureka

It’s the real thing.
e
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Club aims for intercollegiate rowing team
by John Diaz

fewer than a dozen teams on the

HSU will field an intercollegiate rowing team next year if the
new club can obtain a shell.
The club, emerging from a
short ad in the Lumberjack,
already has 50 potential members and an enthusiastic coach.
O’Rourk Swinney, a natural
resources graduate student and
coach of the new team, is
confident a boat manufacturer or
college will donate a shell. Manufacturers sometimes donate a

West Coast.

“It’s not that big a thing out
here--yet.

On the East Coast, it’s

the number one sport,’ Swinney
said.
Rowing will be introduced to
HSU as a club. That will enable
rewers to use school vehicles on

road trips and cut traveling
expenses considerabley.
Swinney hopes to combine
HSU’s club with the newly char-

tered club at the College of the

Shell, the boat used in crew racing, as a tax write-off and to
encourage future business.

Redwoods. There will be a men’s
and

a

women’s

“The sport of crew combines
sport and the natural resources,”
Swinney said and added, ‘“‘it’s
really great, rowing through the
pine trees and all that good
stuff.”’
Swinney said prospective row-

intercollegiate

team.
“I'd like to start competition
next year.
I see no reason we
can’t,”” Swinney said.
BUT THE 24-year-old ex-UCLA
crewman
insists
the
main

emphasis

of

the club

will

ers will have an ‘‘even footing” in

be

competition with other colleges,
because very few West Coast

weekend recreation for its mem-

bers. Besides the eight-man shell

crewmen have high school experience. Berkeley is the only high

for varsity competition, Swinney
hopes to obtain other shells for
the club.
:

school on the West Coast with a
rowing team.

Running up stairs is the best
preparation for rowing, according to Swinney.

“FEW PEOPLE realize it, but
you row with your legs and very
little with your arms
Swinney said.

The

club

will

hold

or back,”

its

first

meeting Friday at 4 in Adminis-

tration 212. Those people who are
signed on the roster will be
notified by mail. For further information, call Earl Meneweather at 826-3649.

Some schools, with a surplus of
Shells, will donate one to a new
intercollegiate team to promote
the sport.
The University of
Washington, the top rowing
squad on the West Coast, has 19

shells for its freshman team.
. Each shell is less than one
quarter of an inch thick and costs
$7,000.
“YOU CAN PUT your fist right

through

it (a shell),”” Swinney

said. ‘‘I’ll have to teach the crew
how to avoid putting a font
through one.”’
Although rowing is popular on
the East Coast, it is still relatively obscure in the West. There are

Soccer, new

women’s sport
The

by Robert K. Weinberg
women’s
soccer team,

which

has

been

practicing

Humboldt

for

less than six weeks, is alive and
kicking at HSU.
And some of the girls say
they’ve got the bruises to prove

rowing

Bay

activity

may
if the

become

the site of similar

aspiring

members

of

in competitive rowing. The University of Wisconsin is shown here winning last year’s San Diego
Rowing Classic.
Photo by Kenn. Hunt

the

crew club can obtain a shell, a canoe-like boat used

Weekly Sports Roundup

it

“Take a look at these toés,”’
groaned
right-winger
Clare
Gomes, pointing to a pair of painful looking blisters.

‘‘Actually,’’ she admitted,

Five Lumberjack trackmen qualified for the NCAA

‘‘i

Division III Nationals after good performances in the Far Western
~ Conference track and field championships last week.
The ‘Jacks finished fifth in the meet, with 83 points, in the
Redwood Bowl.
Barry Anderson, Ken Hammer,Mark Elias, Mark Dulaney and

everybody on the field ot
what they’re doing, there is very
little risk of injury. The hangup
is, we’ve got to learn what’s right
and what isn’t.”
Halfback Jo Ann Wheatley, a
political
science
freshman,

Rich Bracey will compete in the nationals at Baldwin-Wallace

College in Cleveland, Ohio, in two weeks.
STEVE HEILMAN won the FWC decathlon, but won’t go to the

agrees.

nationals. Though he didn’t participate in track as a freshman, the

“Right now we're still in the
process of learning the official
rules,’’ she said. ‘‘Since many of
the players are inexperienced,
they’ve never known what’s legal
and what isn’t. I think were making progress.”

NCAA is counting that year of eligibility and this is his sixth year of
school. Heilman was eligible for FWC competition because the

Three

members

conference only counts the four years he spent on the track team.
Anderson, the ‘Jacks steeplechase ace, is ranked second in
™

of Redwood

United, one of Humboldt County’s
finest soccer clubs, tutor the girls
four times weekly, including an
extended workout at McKinleyville High on Sundays.
‘“‘Strategy,’’ Wheatley maintains, “‘takes precedence over

Division ITI and finished fifth in the nationals last year. .Trackmen
are rated according to their fastest time this year. Chico’s Tom
« Brown, ranked first in Division III, was defeated twice by Anderson
this year.
ELIAS, THE‘JACKS’ three and six miler, has the fastest six-mile
in Division III this year. Elias is ranked second in the three-mile.
Teammate Mark Dulaney, who also qualified for the nationals, is
ranked third in the three- and six-mile.

Hammer, the fifth-ranked miler in Division III, qualified for the
nationals with a time of 4:12.4. Hammer, a freshman, finished first
in the FWC meet.
Bracey, a javelin thrower, is ranked third in Division III. His

technique. The coaches constant-

‘, 213’-6” throw earned second place in the FWC meet.
»®
The ‘Jacks’ female track star was not idle this past weekend

ly tell us where to kick the ball

rather than the mechanics of it.
It’s a slow process, because we

©

memory.

. THE SOCCER CLUB hopes to

receive financial assistance from
the university next year. So far,

all

money

for

equipment

and

expenses has come out of the
players’ own pockets.
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seem to make the same mistakes
over and over. I think it will
;
eventually sink in.”’
* »
Ginny Leicester, junior geology
major who joined the team as a' vn
fullback three weeks ago, is still
in the process of refreshing her ,
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in a week, turned in a respectable, if not effective,
performance for the Jack's.
ove «
see
wea

cee

a

Hs. #2:
Kenn. Huht

Ace southpaw Don Lynn, pitching for the third time

eee

with

an

11:28

two-mile,

nationals at Corvalis, Ore.

finished

22nd

in

MIKE JOHNSON and Lee Beckman led the ‘Jacks with a 76 in the

, marked the end of a frustrating season for the ‘Jacks. They were

#-

>

“

”

Taylor,

second round, but the HSU golf team finished last in the FWC golf
* championships. The tournament, held at Baywood Country Club,

s

“
e
o*

the women’s

« winless in FWC competition.

The HSU women’s soccer team played its first, and last, games of
the 1975 season last week. The ‘Jacks tied Chico in the
1-1, and lost the second, 3-0.
The HSU women’s softball team lost three of its four
weekend. The ‘Jacks lost a doubleheader to California
two games with Reno. After defeating Reno 15-5, the
beaten 10-1.
ee

first game,
games last
and split its
‘Jacks were

More free speechon HSU campus
(Continued from front page)

e

noise levels at the Kiosk,” Simmons said. ‘“‘When a rock group
plays we get complaints that they
play too loud and complaints that
we don’t let them play loud

office. “HSU used to have the
Stump. It was just what its name
said, a redwood stump off to the
left of the steps leading to
Founders Hall.
“ANYBODY COULD mount it

at any time.

enough.

“WE RECEIVED complaints
from a variety of levels and
institutions recently about Pink

Construction of the

new student center complex cut
the audience section in half. The
stump itself was taken away,

Flamingoes,

“‘Now we use the area around

‘For larger

crowds--we had about 3,000 at
time of Cambodia-Kent State--we
use the fountain area in front of

the Art Building.
“There is no

restriction

what is said in those areas.

on

area

The

catalogue we had used in order-

ing the first erotic film festival,”
he said. ‘I had not seen the film.
“The

for their

Cinco
de Mayo activities. Anyone
else who wanted it would have

had to wait for another time.
“There are no federal, state or
local laws limiting speech of any
kind on this campus,” Simmons
said. “There is no administration

policy limiting speech of any
kind.
And there is no policy
within this office limiting speech
of any kind on this campus.

would

really

material

ar-

“THEY ALL TOLD me it was a
piece of shit,”’ he said.
“There didn’t seem to be any

great demand for the film. I had

“THE ONLY thing we would be
that

promotion

rived here and was distributed,”
Lindemenn said, ‘‘but the film
still hadn’t arrived on the day it
was scheduled to be shown. The
promotion material didn’t look so
hot, so I called places that had
shown it-Davis, San Jose, a
number of other campuses.

arbitrarily chosen it. I cancelled

concerned with is something in
very poor taste,”’ he said, ‘‘something

that

“The film had been picked from a

schedule events so that they do
not conflict.
“For instance, MECHA, the
Chicano student organization,

the Kiosk

film

pressure him to cancel the
movie.”
Lindemenn, interviewed in his
office in the game room, agreed.

function of this office is just to

used

a porno

was scheduled here,’’ he said.
“We reported those objections to
Chuck Lindemenn, the program
coordinator, but we did not

chopped up.
the Kiosk,” he said.

21, 1975

turn

people off. We have had protests
against certain art exhibits,
exhibits considered offensive to
some cultures.
“A few times in the past the.

Hare Krishna people were pretty
aggressive in their soliciting, and
we had complaints about that and

it. I didn’t receive any pressure
from anyone.
We'll probably
show more porno films in the
future.
They’re good revenue

producers.”
The

Osprey,

a

magazine

in

tabloid form published by the
journalism department last quarter, created its share of contrpversy with a full frontal shot of a
male nude and a cover depicting
Some members of the local
media were tremendously upset,
to the point where President

time, they were milder in both

Alistair W. McCrone apologized

respects.
“We receive complaints about

to the.community on television.
During the entire time, though,

rae
<—
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| ARTIFACTS
.00

now
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2.98

IDEAS AND OPINIONS:
Albert Einstein
5.00

822-0016

1436
Eursxa,

2no Sr.
CA

95801

ap-

SLC-I

the

saying it was in poor taste.

THERE ARE slight differences
in policy for those who w-nt to
distribute literature on campus.

Title Five of the California
Administrative Code contains
guidelines for those who want tc

distribute handbills and circulars, or who want to solicit or sel.
published materials.
Essentially, the policy on this
campus is to limit these activities
either to campus organizations 01
— those sponsored by campus or
ganizations. The instructions o1
the HSU
approval
form
fo

distribution read:
,
“Please prepare this form in
triplicate.
One copy will be
retained by the applicant, one

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE

Police, one copy will remain in
the office of the dean of student

* Spocial Group Discount Te College Students

resources.”’

CONT

Free speech is alive and well on

the HSU campus.

STARTS AT 3000 FEET!

* 1st Jomp Course ~ 1st & 3rd Saturdays
* Our 12th Year - licessed lastruction

copy will be sent to the University

ACT:

Sys

colt
Karcka) or re

in Arcata)

8008

In triplicate.

All your

ORE

Beer

te Midnite

8 a.m to 1e
Fri-Set.

case, & kegs

wines

HOURS:

Sun.-Thur. 8 a.m.

individual,

favorite

666, 8th St

frozen foods,
delicatessen, soft drinks
and all your party needs

[TYPEWRITER REPAIR
ball work guaranteed

Liaw

4_ pick up & delivery
- I operate on a personal basis

CHEAP!

owner
manager

ee

Rob, call your dad collect. In case
you've forgotten: Robert E. Black mon,
(213) 396-0803 evenings and
gel
(213) 224-3626, weekYy'

Still lost 5-6-'75 HP-21 Calculator
w-Brown
Case
$25 Reward-No

Questions

DON’T

CHARGE
822-5738.

IT!

TRY

Please

TO

Cali

RE-

Julie

L MORTE d’ARTHUR
6.00 -

1842 2 "G'St., Arcata

REYES
Y
CASAS VIEJAS

proached him, he didn’t come
looking for me--and he kept

Phone - $22-3262

15.00

AN EXTENSION OF NORTHTOWN BOOKS

FOOD

direct pressure at all:
“I think McCrone considered
me inconsequential,” he said.
“We talked after he had a

Arcata , Calif

MAPS

MEXICAN

a's Never a Problem

HISTORY OF THE DEVIL
AND THE IDEA OF EVIL

ART PRINTS

Sun

more outrageous than the last.
But the truth is there was no

NN

Street

PUBLISHERS REMAINDERS

is

and editor of The Osprey, said he
received no direct pressure,
either from the administration or
from the journalism department.
“THERE WAS AN awful lot of
indirect pressure all around,”
Bawdon said in an interview. “I
mean McCrone went on TV about
it. And my first reaction was to
come out with something even

Tim Mason
Dave Moore

(a Manual Of Zen Training)
10.95
now
1.98

BOOKS

BHoNe 442-5072

Fri-Sat

- Gene Bawdon, journalism senior

Hai RCUTT ING

Jackie Carter
DorotHy SHAMP

$-“9PM TUES-THUR

simulated animal waste.

about their strong put down of
women. When they returned this

NX

1:30-2

4.4

May

1m

Wednesday,

ASIATIC
12.50

now

MYTHOLOGY
now

THE ESSENTIAL LENNY
5.95

1.9%

now

6.98

BRUCE
1.98

D

a

Lumberjack,

1

The

The
local
recyicing
center
is
located at 1360 9th St. (corner of
9th & M) and is open Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays from 10
am to 4 pm.

CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
Eurail
pesses, 1D carcs, youth hostels,
Ships, commercial
flights and
general information availabie at

Associated Students Travel Serrice. Nelson Hall 119. 626-3359.

SS

ee

Lf

12

Ron 839-2257

a eee

SIFIED!

WATERBEDS By INCITE
Complete waterbed
- Elevated
Frame - Heater w-control - Heavy
Duty Linder - 5 yr. Guarantee
Mattress — 99.99
614 F St. Next to the Eureka
Theater 443-4282

For Sale - ‘72 Vega Hatchback.
34,000 miles, good for around town
or cruisin’. Call nights 822-5311.

T.V.

Stereo service.

dustrial

Arts

Stan

&

Greg .professional

auto

painting and body repairs. Finest
quality paint and work. Bikes,
Striping, flame, tones; refer.
ences. - 822-6552.

In-

Suss-

Wanted:
House for Summer
&
Fall quarter. 1, 2, 3 or 4 bedrooms
in McKinleyville, Arcata or Blue
Lake. Backyard wanted. Call Lisa
826-4158.

10 speed bikes,

Ron 839-2257

Jim

man. 8 a.m. - 7 p.m., 622-5327.

am
TYPEWRITER REPAIR | pick up and Osiver,
all work guaranteed | operateon a personal basis and my rates ore cheap. Cali

Contact

student

I schwinn

$69. 1 Fr.

$119. Excetient Cond.

WANTED: SOMEONE TO REPAIR
33MM _CA
.
SUN HA

NATURAL
FOOOS ae esey
ASK LOls

wit PAY 165% over face value for U.S.
@ilver coins. $4.00 for U.S. silver dollors

Calt evenings 839-3524,

